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Electron density bubbles—wake structures generated in plasma of density �ne � 1019 cm�3 by the light

pressure of intense ultrashort laser pulses—are shown to reshape weak copropagating probe pulses into

optical ‘‘bullets.’’ The bullets are reconstructed using frequency-domain interferometric techniques in

order to visualize bubble formation. Bullets are confined in three dimensions to plasma-wavelength size,

and exhibit higher intensity, broader spectrum and flatter temporal phase than surrounding probe light,

evidence of their compression by the bubble. Bullets observed at 0:8 & �ne & 1:2� 1019 cm�3 provide

the first observation of bubble formation below the electron capture threshold. At higher �ne, bullets appear

with high shot-to-shot stability together with relativistic electrons that vary widely in spectrum, and help

relate bubble formation to fast electron generation.
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The idea of accelerating charged particles to relativistic
energy by surfing them on charge density waves propagat-
ing at light speed through centimeter-length underdense
plasma in the wake of an intense ultrashort laser pulse was
proposed 30 years ago [1]. Now such laser-plasma accel-
erators (LPAs) produce low-emittance [2] electron bunches
with low energy spread and central energy up to 1 GeV [3].
One important approach to producing such high-quality
bunches and scaling them to multi-GeV energy in the
future [4] while using laser power efficiently is to enable
the drive pulse to self-focus and self-compress during its
initial nonlinear interaction with the plasma [5], thereby
increasing its peak intensity. The ponderomotive force of
the pulse can then blow out electrons completely from its
immediate wake, creating a bubble [6] that guides the drive
pulse stably over multiple Rayleigh lengths [7]. If the
bubble expands and contracts rapidly enough in diameter,
it can trap, accelerate and collimate electrons with excep-
tional uniformity [8].

Early LPA experiments [9–11] in the bubble regime
focused on characterizing the quasimonoenergetic elec-
trons that the accelerator produced, leaving analysis of
the complex nonlinear physics of drive pulse focusing
and compression, bubble formation and evolution, electron
injection and acceleration, and drive pulse guiding and
depletion to intensive computer simulations [12] based
on estimated initial conditions. Full understanding, opti-
mization, and scaling of bubble-regime LPAs, however,
requires direct in situ characterization of the accelerator
structure itself, independently of generated electrons. Ac-
cordingly, recent experiments began to characterize the

bubble directly through its backreaction (focusing, scatter-
ing, frequency broadening) on the drive pulse [5,7]. In
these experiments the drive pulse overlaps only a small
portion of the accelerator structure and, because of its rela-
tivistic intensity, is phase modulated by processes (e.g.,
relativistic electron mass increase) unrelated to the accel-
erator structure itself. Here, to overcome these limitations,
we characterize plasma bubbles through their guiding,
compression, and phase modulation of a copropagating
weak probe pulse that overlaps the entire accelerating
structure. By imaging the bubble-modulated probe from
the plasma exit and spectrally interfering it with a copro-
pagating reference pulse, we reconstruct its spatiotemporal
profile, enabling snapshotlike visualization of the guiding
and compression action of the plasma bubble. We previ-
ously employed similar methods to visualize weakly non-
linear sinuosoidal wakes in plasmas of average density
�ne < 0:6� 1019 cm�3 that produced few or no relativistic
electrons [13]. Here we address the more important, albeit
more challenging, task of visualizing highly nonlinear
wakes in plasmas of density 1019 & �ne & 3� 1019 cm�3

that can produce high-quality relativistic electron beams.
Nonlinear wakes were created by focusing �30 TW,

800 nm wavelength, 30 fs FWHM linearly polarized pulses
from the University of Michigan’s HERCULES laser to
spot radius w0 � 10 �m (Rayleigh length ZR � 0:4 mm)
and normalized laser vector potential a0 ¼ eA=mec

2 � 2
at the entrance (z ¼ 0) of a 2-mm supersonic He gas jet. A
transverse interferometer measured electron density �neðzÞ
averaged over plasma oscillations vs distance z along the
laser propagation axis. A magnetic spectrometer measured
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energy distribution of accelerated electrons above
�30 MeV. To characterize pump-generated structures
neðr; �; zÞ, two additional pulses were split from the
pump, frequency doubled to �pr ¼ 400 nm, stretched to

duration 1 ps, focused to spot size wpr � 50 �m, and

copropagated through the jet, polarized orthogonally to
the pump. Here r denotes perpendicular distance from
the propagation axis and c� distance behind the pump.
The leading 400 nm pulse (reference) arrived before the
pump; the trailing pulse (probe) extended from�100 fs &
� & 900 fs, overlapping the pump and its wake. Reference
and probe pulses were imaged from the gas jet exit (zexit �
2 mm) to a spectrometer slit, which selected a 1D line-
out and projected a frequency-domain (FD) hologram
[Fig. 1(a), left] onto a CCD camera. Polarization, spatial,
and frequency filtering blocked frequency-broadened
pump light [7] from the spectrometer.

From the FD holograms and separate characterization of
incident probe and reference pulses we recovered the FD
probe electric field Eprðr; !; zexitÞ. Fourier transformation

(FT) of Eprðr;!; zexitÞ reconstructed its time-domain am-

plitude jEprðr; �; zexitÞj and phase change ��prðr; �; zexitÞ
profiles, as in previous work [13]. When both reference and

probe arrived at the jet before the pump, FD interference
fringes were straight [Fig. 1(a), left), and FT simply re-
constructed the unaltered incident probe profile
jEprðr; �; zexitÞj ¼ jEprðr; �; 0Þj [Fig. 1(a), middle] with

��prðr; �; zexitÞ ¼ 0. In previous studies of linear sinusoi-

dal wakes in tenuous ( �ne � 1018 cm�3) plasma, changes in
the spectral envelope of the FD hologram and in
jEprðr; �; zexitÞj were small, and pump-generated structures

neðr; �Þ were recovered entirely from the ��prðr; �; zexitÞ
profile, a procedure we call FD holography (FDH) [13].
Here, by contrast, strongly nonlinear wakes in dense

( �ne * 1019 cm�3) plasma reshape the spectral envelope
of the FD hologram significantly [see Figs. 1(b)–1(h),
left column]. For �ne > 1019 cm�3, one or more streaks
appear to the red side of the incident probe spectrum
[highlighted by brackets in Figs. 1(c)–1(h), left column].
A weak extension to the blue side was sometimes also
observed, although a spectral filter inserted to block blue-
shifted pump light partly suppressed this signal. Since
FDH records the probe’s spectral amplitude and phase,
these generated frequencies can (upon FT) be identified
with their creation point within the temporal profile
jEprðr; �Þj. Indeed, jEprðr; �Þj distorts from its incident

profile [see Figs. 1(b)–1(h), middle column]. Moderate
distortion is evident already at �ne ¼ 0:4� 1019 cm�3

[Fig. 1(b), middle]. For �ne > 0:8� 1019 cm�3, an intense
bright spot forms near the probe leading edge at the same r
as one of the prominent redshifted streaks [Figs. 1(c)–1(h),
middle, highlighted by vertical arrows], and appears prom-
inently in all shots above this threshold. The spectral phase
�prð!Þ of light within this bright spot (recorded on the FD

hologram) lacks detectable quadratic or higher-order de-
pendence on !, signifying a nearly flat temporal phase, in
sharp contrast to the strong quadratic spectral phase (sig-
nifying linear chirp) of the remaining probe profile. The
bright spot is thus a fully compressed subpulse embedded
in the larger chirped probe profile. Such light packets,
confined in 3D, are often called ‘‘optical bullets’’ [14].
For 0:8 & �ne & 1:2� 1019 cm�3, bullets appear without
relativistic electrons [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), labeled
Regime I]. For higher �ne (Regime II), they appear together
with relativistic electrons, sometimes poly- [Figs. 1(e) and
1(f), right], sometimes quasi-mono-energetic [Figs. 1(g)
and 1(h) right]. Simultaneously a fringe of probe light
outlines ionization fronts [see, e.g., horizontal arrows in
Fig. 1(c), middle].
To understand bullet formation qualitatively, consider

the front end of the bubble (radius Rb) as a moving lens
with internal transverse refractive index profile �ðrÞ ¼
1�!2

pðrÞ=2!2
pr, like, e.g., a parabolic channel with

!2
pðrÞ ¼ ð �nee2=�0meÞr2=R2

b. Since � peaks on axis, the

channel focuses probe light to spot size�bullet over distance
f ¼ ��2

bullet=�pr [15]. Approximating the bullet as a fun-

damental Gaussian guided mode yields �bullet �
ð�ne�reÞ�1=2, where �ne is the density depression on
axis and re the classical electron radius [16]. For �ne �

FIG. 1 (color online). Left column: Spectral interferograms at
various plasma densities showing Stokes shifted streaks near r �
0 in (c)–(h) (highlighted by brackets). Middle column: recon-
structed exit probe amplitude profiles: (a) undistorted profile; for
(c)–(h) optical bullets (see vertical arrows) near front edge. Right
column: energy spectrum of electrons produced. Regime I:
bullets appear without relativistic electrons; Regime II: bullets
appear with relativistic electrons. Plasma density �ne [10

19 cm�3]
in each row was (a) 0; (b) 0.4; (c) 1.0; (d) 1.2; (e) 2.6; (f) 2.6;
(g) 2.6; (h) 3.2 in the doubly ionized He region.
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1019 cm�3, �bullet � 3:4 �m, and f � 0:1 mm. Since
f � zexit, the bubble focuses probe light during jet transit.
At the same time, reconstructed ��prðr; �; zexitÞ profiles
become extremely complicated, and are no longer as sim-
ply related to plasma structure as at lower �ne [13]. This is in
part because ��pr often exceeds 2�, creating phase jumps

that are difficult to unwrap, and in part because refraction
distorts the radial distribution of ��prðr; �; zexitÞ. Here we
focus instead on jEprðr; �; zexitÞj profiles, which are recon-

structed along with��prðr; �; zexitÞ as in [13], but are more

simply interpreted in dense refractive plasmas. Since they
resemble shadowgraphs projected on a virtual screen at
zexit, we call their analysis FD shadowgraphy.

To understand bullet formation quantitatively, we simu-
lated nonlinear wake generation and copropagation of a
400 nm probe pulse in Regime I using the fully relativistic,
quasistatic time-averaged particle-in-cell (PIC) code WAKE

[17] in an axisymmetric geometry, taking �neðzÞ from trans-
verse interferometry. When electron injection is negligible,
WAKE yields results nearly identical to the fully kinetic

three-dimensional (3D) Virtual Plasma Physics Lab
(VLPL) PIC code [18] (discussed below), which confirms
low charge injection (<40 pC) throughout Regime I. For
these conditions, WAKE runs faster than VLPL, simulates
wider transverse domain and longer propagation distances,
suffers less numerical noise from particle discretization,
and models field ionization of the gas accurately. Figure 2
shows density neðr; �; zÞ (top row) and normalized probe
intensity (second row) at z ¼ 0:1 (left column), 0.5 mm
(center) and 1.8 mm (right column) for peak density �ne ¼
0:8� 1019 cm�3. The bubble guides the pump (shown by
red e�2 isointensity contours in the top row) over nonlinear
pump depletion length Lpd � ð!2

0=!
2
pÞðc	Þ � 1:8mm lim-

ited by erosion of its leading edge [7]. At z ¼ 0:1 mm,
pump and probe retain their incident Gaussian spatiotem-
poral profiles as a plasma wake forms. By z ¼ 0:5 mm, the
pump compresses to 20 fs, ionization fronts outline the
Heþ and He2þ regions, and electrons are blown out from
the first wake bucket. Simultaneously, the first wake bucket
focuses and compresses probe light initially inside it to an
optical bullet. Probe radiation initially outside the fully
formed bubble reflects from its dense walls, some of it
forming a fringe outlining the ionization fronts. Near the
exit (z ¼ 1:8 mm) the pump, still guided, erodes to �5 fs
consistent with the estimated Lpd, while the probe bullet

remains trapped near the front of the bubble. A simu-
lated FD hologram of the exiting probe (Fig. 2, lower
left) features a frequency-broadened streak centered at r ¼
0, consistent with experimental data, that corresponds to
the trapped bullet. The probe amplitude at zexit recon-
structed using the experimental reference bandwidth
(���10 nm) and imaging resolution (�10 �m) (Fig. 2,
lower right) preserves the main features of the exiting
probe with degraded resolution, in agreement with ob-
served bullets in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). These simulations
underpin the interpretation of Regime I: a bubble forms

below the threshold of electron capture, here observed for
the first time to our knowledge.
Wake and probe pulse evolution in Regime II was simu-

lated with VLPL [18] to account for electron injection and
beam loading. Figures 3(a)–3(c) show bubble evolution in
fully-ionized plasma of �ne ¼ 2:3� 1019 cm�3, while
Figs. 3(e)–3(g) show the corresponding evolution of
jEprðr; �; zÞj (initial profile as for Fig. 2). By z ¼ 0:56

mm, a bubble [Fig. 3(a)] and an optical bullet spanning
the bubble’s length [0< � & 35 fs, Fig. 3(e)] have formed.
Trailing wake buckets (� > 35 fs) also trap probe light. By
z ¼ 0:92 mm, massive self-injection fills the rear of the
bubble with a dense electron bunch [see Fig. 3(b)]. Its
space-charge force prevents the bubble from closing [19].
The trailing periodic wake then collapses, and the only
persistent probe feature becomes an optical bullet focused
in the first bucket [Fig. 3(f)]. Probe features trailing the
first bucket are intermittent, and time average to negligible
amplitude. By z ¼ 1:56 mm, the pump depletes and the
bubble, now driven primarily by electrons, nearly triples in
volume [Fig. 3(c)]. The optical bullet outruns the bubble
and starts diffracting [Fig. 3(g)], which may explain for-
mation of multiple redshifted streaks in Figs. 1(e)–1(g).
Several conclusions about bullets emerge from the com-

bined simulations. First, the bullet forms in the first bucket

FIG. 2 (color online). WAKE simulations for �ne ¼
0:8� 1019 cm�3 showing formation of plasma wake (top
row), with pump e�2 isointensity contours outlined in red, and
refraction of 400 nm probe (shortened to 100 fs centered on first
wake bucket) to form optical bullet inside the bubble and fringe
outlining ionization front (2nd row) as they propagate (left to
right) from gas jet entrance (left column), to z ¼ 0:5 mm
(middle column), to near zexit (right column). Bottom left:
simulated FD hologram shows broadened streak at r ¼ 0 corre-
sponding to bullet inside the bubble. Bottom right: probe inten-
sity profile reconstructed from FD hologram using experimental
reference bandwidth and imaging resolution. Arrows: bullet
(thick); ionization front (thin, horizontal).
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before electron self-injection starts [Fig. 3(e)], and thus
outruns the electron bunch and is unaffected by bubble
elongation caused by beam loading. The bullet’s length
thus replicates the bubble’s length early in the jet (although
probe bandwidth limits its measured length to*30 fs), and
its width the blowout region width (although it appears
broader because of limited imaging resolution and diffrac-
tion from the front of the bubble before z ¼ zexit), as seen
in comparing Figs. 3(g) and 3(h). Thus the bullet ‘‘remem-
bers’’ the bubble’s shape shortly after it formed. Second,
the bullet interacts primarily with the bubble’s quasistatic
front end, which both simulation codes model accurately.
WAKE simulations with the same input parameters used for

Fig. 3 (not shown) yield bullet evolution similar to
3D VLPL results over the entire interaction length, despite
very different evolution of the bubble tail. Third, the simu-
lations show the bubble’s front end is much less sensitive to
changing laser-plasma conditions than its dynamic back
end. This accounts for the shot-to-shot stability of bul-
let size and shape evident in the middle column of
Figs. 1(c)–1(h), even while the corresponding electron
spectra vary widely. Quasimonoenergetic electron spectra,
as shown in Fig. 1(g) and simulated in Fig. 3(d), are
common in Regime II, whereas highly monoenergetic
spectra such as Fig. 1(h), never reproduced in 2 mmlong
VLPL simulations, were observed occasionally. Such fea-
tures with �1% energy spread have been reported previ-
ously in this �ne range [20]. In our case, they may result
from occasional perturbations in the gas jet profile or
prepulse excitations that cause the pump to focus near
the jet exit, reducing effective interaction length below

Lpd. These shots also yield the most intense optical bullets

[see Fig. 1(h), middle column].
In conclusion, we demonstrate that optical bullets visu-

alize formation of laser-produced electron density bubbles
robustly, and independent of wakefield-accelerated elec-
trons. We observe for the first time the formation of stable
bubbles below the threshold for production of relativistic
electrons. With improvements in imaging and bandwidth,
optical bullets should resolve finer details of bubble struc-
ture, and support future extensions of bubble-regime LPA
to multi-GeV energies.
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FIG. 3 (color online). VLPL simulations for �ne ¼
2:3� 1019 cm�3. Panels (a)–(c): plots of electron density show-
ing formation of bubble, injection of electrons [(b) and (c)] at
z ¼ 0:56 mm (left), 0.92 mm (2nd column) and 1.56 mm (3rd
column); Panels (e)–(g): plots of jEprðr; �; zÞj of the y-polarized
probe at the same z values, showing optical bullet formation.
Panel (d): accelerated electron spectrum at z ¼ 1:56 mm, show-
ing quasimonoenergetic feature at 90 MeV similar to Fig. 1(g).
Panel (h): Enlarged image of bullet from Fig. 1(g).
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